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ABOUT ASIAN SCHOOL
OF CYBER LAWS THE COURSE

ABOUT THE Master the fastest growing filed of dispute
resolution in India; Arbitration Law. Learn
about a system where disputes find swift
and equitable resolutions beyond the
courtroom. Our immersive course,
exclusively designed for law college
students, unlocks the secrets of this
powerful practice. Created and taught by
industry-leading experts, you'll explore the
core principles, strategic approaches, and
drafting essentials vital to your success.
Don't miss your chance to be the best!

Asian School of Cyber Laws (ASCL) & Akola
Law College are proud to announce a first
of its kind online course in Arbitration Law &
Practice offered in Nashik. After completing
this course participants will receive a Joint
Certificate from ASCL  & MVP Samaj's Law
College.

Course Fee: Rs. 6900/- (Including GST)
Course Duration: 6 Months
6 live lectures
Mobile device access
Digital Study Material (Downloadable)
Pre-recorded Videos with experts
Query resolution over Whatsapp/Email
Course related infographics 
Joint Certification by MVP Samaj's Law
College and Asian School of Cyber Laws
Course created and taught by Industry
Experts
Digitally verifiable course certificate in PDF
Examination: Online, MCQ based; Anytime
within 6 months

 AFFILIATION

COURSE DETAILS



DR. ADITYA NAIN 

Advise clients: Provide clients with
valuable insights and strategies to
navigate complex contractual disputes
effectively.
Represent clients: Acquire the necessary
knowledge & skills to represent clients,
present compelling arguments, & achieve
favorable outcomes.
Draft & vet contracts: Learn the
intricacies of drafting and meticulously
vetting contracts, with a focus on
arbitration clauses and agreements. 
Advise on dispute resolution options:
Assess the unique circumstances of each
case and provide clients with informed
advice on appropriate dispute resolution
options. 
Draft arbitration clauses: Gain expertise
in crafting clear and enforceable
arbitration clauses that set the
foundation for effective dispute
resolution. 

Upon completing our comprehensive course,
participants will gain a robust skill set that
empowers them to excel in the realm of
arbitration and alternative dispute resolution.
Here are the key abilities you will acquire:

Enroll today & learn these and many more
skills to unlock your potential as conflict
resolution expert!

Dr. Bharat Nain is co-
author of 'FAQs on
Arbitration in India', a
comprehensive and
practical book on the
subject. 

Our faculty includes experts with diverse
backgrounds, ensuring a comprehensive
learning experience for our participants.
With extensive practical knowledge and
expertise in the field, our faculty members
are dedicated to providing you with
invaluable insights and guidance. Benefit
from their expertise as they demystify
complex concepts and equip you with the
skills necessary for success.

Gokul Narayan is the
Chief Operations Officer
of Asian School of Cyber
Laws & a qualified
Mediator. He holds a
Masters degree in law
from Symbiosis Law
School, Pune.

A corporate professional with over 40 years
of experience, he is a trained professional
arbitrator. Dr. Nain has completed the
Fellowship in International Arbitration from
the Singapore Institute of Arbitrators and is
a Member of the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators, London.

He has been in the field of education as a
faculty and an entrepreneur for over 15
years. He designs, curates, markets and
delivers state-of-the-art legal courses.
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Dr. Aditya Nain is an
internationally
published author of two
books, including co-
author of 'FAQs on
Arbitration in India'. 
Formerly a full-time academic, he is a
business owner, holds a Ph.D. from IIT
Bombay, and is a regular visiting faculty at
FLAME University. Aditya has developed
and taught courses at universities for over
ten years.


